Soundwave
Important information to assure good assembly results:
•

All walls must be dry (at least 1 week from painting) and clean before assemble the Velcro.
No wet or dry chemicals can be on wall surface.

•

Walls towards outside are not recommended if they are wet and cold.

•

Walls that are old and are effected with nicotine from cigarettes have to be carefully cleaned or repainted before assemble.

•

The glue on the Velcro will be destroyed by silicon products, hand lotion etc. Do not touch
the glue while assemble.

•

For brick walls or very uneven walls a flat surface material must be attached before assemble. If the wall is uneven, a staple gun can be used. Staple the Velcro onto the wall, using
two staples per Velcro attachment.

•

Avoid high temperatures from lights or heating system which can cause the glue to melt.

•

Soundwave panels are not developed to be attached to sealing.

Five steps for a successful Soundwave installation:
1. Read the assemble instructions (one in each box) and plan the installation before you start
the installation to avoid to take down the Velcro and restart, this will destroy the glue on the
Velcro. If this happens it is possible to order new Velcro’s
2. Each panel has four Velcro attachments and it is very important that each point get under
press while assemble, hold hand and press for min 10sec.
3. For optimal assembly we recommend to attach the Velcro separate on the wall and press
them firmly before putting on the panels.
4. Start putting the first panel on the centre of a horizontal line, laser level pass is recommended to have a perfect installation.
5. After putting all the panels to place, check that all Velcro attachments sticks to the wall, if
not press a longer time for each point until it attach to the wall.

Good luck with your new Soundwave panels and feel the difference in your room
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